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1. PRELIMINARIES AND NEW RESULTS
w xIn 5 , Chunchao Huang has established new interesting oscillation and
nonoscillation criteria for the differential equation
yY q q t y s 0, q t G 0, t G t 0 . 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
He proved the next two theorems.
THEOREM A. If there exists t G t 0 ) 0 such that for e¤ery n g N0
anq1 02 t0q t dt F ,Ž .H nq1n 2 t2 t 00
'Ž .then 1.1 is nonoscillatory where a s 3 y 2 2 .0
THEOREM B. If there exists t G t 0 ) 0 and a ) a such that for e¤ery0 0
n g N
anq12 t0q t dt G ,Ž .H nn 2 t2 t 00
Ž .then 1.1 is oscillatory where a is the same as in Theorem A.0
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Moreover, he showed that the constant a in the above theorems is0
w x  n 4‘sharp. In 5 the connection between the particular sequence 2 t and0 ns0
the constant a has remained hidden. Here we follow the method of0
Huang and generalize his results.
 4‘Let the sequence t be given such thatn ns0
t 0 F t - t - ??? - t - ??? , t “ ‘, 1.2Ž .0 1 n n
and introduce the notation
t y tnq1 n
b s for n g N. 1.3Ž .n t y t1 0
Clearly, we have b s 1, b ) 0, and Ý‘ b s ‘.0 n ns0 n
Ž .Our first result on the nonoscillation is the following.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1. Suppose the coefficient q t in 1.1 has the property
tnq1t y t q t dt F a , 0 F a - 1 for n g N, 1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Hnq1 n n n
tn
 4‘and there exists the infinite sequence z satisfying the recurrence relationn ns0
z y an n
z s , n g N,nq1 u q z y an n n 1.5Ž .
z s 1,0
Ž .such that 0 - z - 1 for n s 1, 2, . . . where u s b rb . Then 1.1 isn n n nq1
nonoscillatory.
Our main result on the oscillation is the following.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2. Suppose the coefficient q t in 1.1 has the property
tnq1t y t q t dt G a , a ) 0 for n g N, 1.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Hnq1 n n n
tn
and the recurrence relation
a ¤nq1 n¤ s u q a , n g N,nq1 n nž /a 1 y ¤n n 1.7Ž .
¤ s 0,0
has no solution such that 0 - ¤ - 1 for all n s 1, 2, . . . where u sn n
Ž .b rb . Then 1.1 is oscillatory.n nq1
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 4‘  n 4‘Observe that in Theorems A and B the sequence t is 2 t ;n ns0 0 ns0
therefore we have b s 2 n and u s 1r2, i.e., u is fixed for all n g N.n n n
Ž . Ž .Further specification takes place when in 1.4 or in 1.6 the value of a isn
Ž .constant, say, a s a . In this case the existence nonexistence of then
Ž .infinite sequence of z ¤ can be easily determined. Thus we arrive atn n
the following results.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3. Let a s a g 0, 1 and u s u g 0, 1 be constant inn n
Theorem 1 such that
' 'u q a F 1.
Ž .Then 1.1 is nonoscillatory.
Ž .COROLLARY 4. Let a s a ) 0 and u s u g 0, 1 be constant inn n
Theorem 2 such that
' 'u q au ) 1.
Ž .Then 1.1 is oscillatory.
We can easily realize that Corollary 3 implies Theorem A in the case
u s 1r2 and a s a r2. Similarly, Corollary 4 implies Theorem B if0
u s 1r2 and a ) a .0
Ž .If we choose u g 0, 1 as a parameter, then}according to Corollary 3
2 y'Ž . Ž .}we have nonoscillation of 1.1 for a F 1 y u s a ; on the other
2 q'Ž .hand}by Corollary 4}we have oscillation for a ) 1 y u ru s a .
Ž y qxConsequently, there is a gap a , a , and we cannot make a decision on
Ž .the oscillatory property of 1.1 if a falls into this gap.
In the very special case u s u s 1 the gap is vanishing: this happens ifn
 4 y qthe sequence t is equidistant and a s a s 0. Clearly, the aboven
corollaries cannot be applied and we have to establish other corollaries.
Ž .2COROLLARY 5. Suppose u s 1 in Theorem 1. Let a F 1r4 n q 1 .n n
Ž .Then 1.1 is nonoscillatory.
Ž .2COROLLARY 6. Suppose u s 1 in Theorem 1. Let a G cr n q 1 ,n n
Ž .where c ) 1r4. Then 1.1 is oscillatory.
The sharpness of the last two corollaries can be tested on the Euler
differential equation
c
Yy q y s 0, t ) 0. 1.8Ž .2t
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Let t s n q 1 for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Thenn
c cnq2
dt s s a .H n2 n q 1 n q 2t Ž . Ž .nq1
Ž .It is well known that 1.8 is nonoscillatory if c F 1r4, and oscillatory if
c ) 1r4. This property is in accordance with the last two corollaries. A
w x Ž w x.similar result in the literature is the Hille criterion 4 . We know see 2 if
the integral
‘
q t dt s ‘,Ž .H
Ž .then 1.1 is oscillatory. Hence the only interesting case is when this
Ž .integral is convergent. Then according to the Hille criterion, 1.1 is
nonoscillatory if
‘ 1
lim sup t q s ds - , 1.9Ž . Ž .H 4tt“‘
and oscillatory if
‘ 1
lim inf t q s ds ) . 1.10Ž . Ž .H 4t“‘ t
Ž . Ž . Ž .The functionals of q t in 1.4 and 1.6 resemble the famous Liapunov
w x Ž . Ž .inequality 6 , which states that if y t is a solution of 1.1 with two
w 0 .consecutive zeros at a, b in t , ‘ , then
b
b y a q t dt ) 4.Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž . ŽThere are several generalizations and proofs of this inequality see, e.g.,
w x w x w x.1 , 3 , and 7 . A simple proof can be based on using the following lemma
Ž w x.see 7 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 7. If the nontri¤ial solution y t of 1.1 has the properties
Ž . XŽ . Ž XŽ . Ž . . 0y a s 0, y t s 0 or y a s 0, y t s 0 , where t F a - t , then the
relation
t




A companion statement of Lemma 7 could be the next.
w x w 0 . Ž .LEMMA 8. Let a, c g t , ‘ and suppose that there exists a solution y t
Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž . Ž .of 1.1 with y t y t ) 0 on a, c . Then for e¤ery b g a, c the inequality
c
b y a q t dt - 1 1.11Ž . Ž . Ž .H
b
holds.
This result can be derived from the proof of Theorem 2 as a by-product
but we shall give a separate proof.
Ž . XŽ .Remark 9. If in Lemma 8 we have y t y t - 0, then the inequality in
Ž .1.11 reads
b
c y b q t dt - 1.Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž .In spite of the sharp inequality in Lemma 7 resp., Lemma 8 , the
Ž .constant 1 in these inequalities cannot be replaced by a larger smaller
one. To show this, let us consider the eigenvalue problem for the differen-
tial equation
yY q l2q t y s 0Ž .1
Ž . XŽ .with boundary conditions y 0 s 0, y 1 q « s 0, where « ) 0,
0, 0 F t F 1,q t sŽ .1 ½ 1, t ) 1,
and denote by l the first positive eigenvalue. Clearly, l tan «l s 1.« « «
Applying Lemma 7, Lemma 8 with a s 0, b s 1, c s 1 q « , we obtain
1q« 2 2L « s 1 q « l q t dt s 1 q « «l ) 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H1 « 1 «
0
1q« 2 2L « s 1 ? l q t dt s «l - 1,Ž . Ž .H2 « 1 «
1
Ž . Ž . 2 2hence 0 - L « y L « s « l - « ; therefore1 2 «
1 y « - L « - 1 - L « - 1 q «Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .and lim L « s lim L « s 1. Consequently, in 1.11 the« “q0 1 « “q0 2
right-hand side cannot be replaced by a smaller one; it is sharp. Similarly,
the inequality in Lemma 7 is also sharp.
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2. PROOFS
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1. We are going to show that the solution y t of
Ž . Ž . XŽ . Ž .1.1 subject to the initial conditions y t s 0, y t s 1 ) 0 remains0 0
positive for all t ) t .0
Ž . Ž . t1 Ž . XŽ .By 1.4 , t y t H q t dt - 1; therefore by Lemma 7 we have y t ) 01 0 t0w x Ž . Ž .on t , t hence y t ) 0 and y t is concave function in this interval. We0 1
Ž . w xcan state more. Integrating 1.1 over t , t , we obtain0 1
t t1 1X X X Xy t y y t s q t y t dt F y t t y t q t dt F a y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 1 0 1 0 0 0
t t0 0
or
yX t G yX t y a yX t s 1 y a yX t . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . w xNow we claim that y t cannot vanish on the interval t , t due to the1 2
Ž . Ž .inequality of a - 1 ensured by 1.4 . If y t were to vanish, say, at1
U Ž xt s t g t , t , then by the Rolle theorem there would be a place1 2
U Ž U . XŽ U . U Ž U . w xt s a g t , t with y a s 0. Clearly, a g t , t ; t , t and, ap-0 1 1 2
plying Lemma 7, we would obtain
t Ut2 U Ua G t y t q t dt G t y a q t dt ) 1,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H1 2 1
Ut a1
contradicting the assumption a - 1. Thus we have shown that1
w xy t ) 0 on t , t . 2.2Ž . Ž .1 2
Now we are going to show by mathematical induction the validity of the
relations
nznX Xy t G b y t , 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn i ibn is0
nanX X Xy t G y t y b y t , 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 n i ibn is0
y t ) 0 for t F t F t , 2.5Ž . Ž .nq1 nq2
Ž .where z is defined by the recurrence relation 1.5 .n
Ž . Ž .We can easily check that the case n s 0 is covered by 2.1 and 2.2 .
Ž . Ž .Hence we have to show the formulas 2.3 ] 2.5 for n q 1 instead of n,
assuming their validity for 0, 1, . . . , n. The simplest is the first relation.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since z ) 0, therefore by 1.5 z ) a , and by 2.3 and 2.4 we havenq1 n n
nz y an nX Xy t ) b y t ) 0Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 i ibn is0
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or equivalently
nbn X Xy t G b y t ;Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 i iz y an n is0
hence
nq1bn X Xb q y t G b y t ,Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 nq1 i iž /z y an n is0
which is equivalent to
nq1znq1X Xy t G b y t . 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 i ibnq1 is0
Ž . Ž . w x XŽ .By 2.5 the function y t is concave on t , t hence y t isnq1 nq2
decreasing there and the estimate
y t F y t q yX t t y t , t F t F t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq2
Ž . w xholds, Integrating 1.1 over t , t , we getnq1 nq2
yX t y yX tŽ . Ž .nq1 nq2
tnq2s q t y t dtŽ . Ž .H
tnq1
tnq2 XF q t y t q y t t y t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H nq1 nq1 nq1
tnq1
t tnq2 nq2XF y t q t dt q y t t y t q t drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hnq1 nq1 nq2 nq1
t tnq1 nq1
anq1 XF y t q y t a ,Ž . Ž .nq1 nq1 nq1t y tnq2 nq1
Ž .and by the Lagrange mean value theorem and by 1.3
n n
X Uy t s y t y y t s t y t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýnq1 iq1 i iq1 i i
is0 is0
n n




nanq1X X X Xy t y y t F b y t q y t aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 nq2 i i nq1 nq1bnq1 is0
nq1anq1 Xs b y tŽ .Ý i ibnq1 is0
or
nq1anq1X X Xy t G y t y b y t . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq2 nq1 i ibnq1 is0
Ž Ž ..Here z ) 0 implies z ) a , hence due to 2.6nq2 nq1 nq1
nq1z y anq1 nq1X Xy t G b y t ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ýnq2 i ibnq1 is0
Ž . tnq 3 Ž .Again, by Lemma 7 and by the inequality t y t H q t dt F anq3 nq2 t nq2nq 2
Ž . w x Ž .- 1 we conclude that y t ) 0 on t , t , which, together with 2.6nq2 nq3
Ž .and 2.7 , completes the induction step.
Ž . Ž .In this way, we have shown that in 2.5 the relation y t ) 0 holds for
Ž .all t ) t , which proves the nonoscillation of 1.1 .0
Proof of Theorem 2. We are going to prove this theorem in an indirect
Ž . Ž .way. Suppose 1.1 is nonoscillatory. Then there exists a solution y t with
Ž .y t ) 0 for sufficiently large ts. We may suppose that this holds already
Ž . YŽ . XŽ .for t G t . Then, by 1.1 , y t F 0; hence the function y t decreases for0
Ž .t G t and y t is a concave function there. By this concavity we have0
XŽ .immediately that the relation y t - 0 never holds. We show that the
XŽ .relation y t s 0 cannot hold either.
Ž . w x Ž .Integrating 1.1 over t , t , we obtain by 1.6n nq1
t tnq1 nq1X Xy t y y t s q t y t dt G y t q t dt ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn nq1 n
t tn n
hence
yX t ) yX t ) ??? ) yX t ) yX t ) ??? ) 0; 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 n nq1
Ž .moreover by the Lagrange mean value theorem and by 1.3
n n
X Uy t s y t q y t y y t ) t y t y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn 0 i iy1 i iy1 n
is1 is1
n
X UG t y t b y t , where t - t - t , i s 1, . . . , n;Ž . Ž .Ý1 0 iy1 i iy1 i i
is1
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Ž .consequently by 1.6
n
tnq1X X Xy t y y t ) t y t q t dt ? b y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝHn nq1 1 0 iy1 i
tn is1
nan XG b y t .Ž .Ý iy1 ibn is1
This implies the following two relations:
nan X Xb y t - y t , 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý iy1 i nbn is1
nanX X Xy t - y t y b y t . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 n iy1 ibn is1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Making use of 2.8 and 2.9 , we obtain as a by-product
n na an nX X Xb y t - b y t - y t for n s 2, 3, . . . ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýiy1 n iy1 i nb bn nis1 is1
hence
nan
b - 1.Ý iy1bn is1
This result is the one which has been reformulated as Lemma 8.
Ž .Let the sequence ¤ , ¤ , . . . be defined by the recurrence relation 1.70 1
}as long as it is possible. Then we claim that
nanX X¤ y t F b y tŽ . Ž .Ýn n iy1 ibn is1
for n s 0, 1, . . . , 0 - ¤ - 1 for n s 1, 2, . . . . 2.11Ž .n
The proof of this relation proceeds on mathematical induction.
Ž .It is easy to show that 2.11 holds for n s 0 and n s 1. Suppose that
Ž .2.11 is proved already for 0, 1, . . . , n. Then we are going to show it for
n q 1.
Ž . Ž .By 2.9 and 2.11 we have
nanX X Xy t y b y t F 1 y ¤ y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn iy1 i n nbn is1
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Ž . Ž .and by 2.10 and 2.11
1 y ¤Ž .nX X Xy t - 1 y ¤ y t s ¤ y tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .nq1 n n n n¤n
n1 y ¤ aŽ .n n XF b y tŽ .Ý iy1 i¤ bn n is1
or
n¤ bn n X Xy t - b y t .Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 iy1 i1 y ¤ an n is1
XŽ .By adding b y t to both sides and multiplying the resulting inequalityn nq1
by a rb , we getnq1 nq1
nq1anq1X X¤ y t - b y t , 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýnq1 nq1 iy1 ibnq1 is1
Ž . Ž .where ¤ is given by 1.7 . This proves 2.11 for n q 1 because ¤ ) 0nq1 nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .follows from 1.7 , and ¤ - 1 follows from 2.12 and from 2.9 appliednq1
Ž .to n q 1 instead of n. Hence the induction step is completed and 2.11
holds for all n g N. All this was made under the indirect assumption that
Ž . Ž .there exists a solution y t with y t ) 0 for all sufficiently large t.
According to the assumptions of Theorem 2, the recurrence relation
Ž .1.7 has no solution for all n, and this contradiction proves our theorem.
Ž . XŽ . Ž .Proof of Lemma 8. We may suppose that y t ) 0, y t ) 0 on a, c
Ž . Ž . Ž .because otherwise we can choose the solution yy t of 1.1 . Hence y t is
XŽ . w xa concave increasing function and y t does not increase on a, c .
Ž . w xIf q t ’ 0 on b, c , then the statement of the lemma is clearly true.
c Ž .Hence we may suppose H q t dt ) 0.b
Ž . w xIntegrating 1.1 over b, c , we obtain
c c
X Xy b y y c s q t y t dt ) y b q t dt ) 0, 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
b b
and also
b X Xy b s y a q y t dt G y b b y a .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
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Ž . XŽ . Ž . XŽ . XŽ .Since y a G 0, y c G 0, we find by 2.13 that y b ) y c G 0 and
c
X Xy b ) y b b y a q t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
c
XŽ . Ž .whence simplifying by y b ) 0, we obtain 1.11 .
Ž .Proof of Corollary 3. Introducing the function f z by
z y a
f z s for 0 F z F 1, 2.14Ž . Ž .
u q z y a
Ž .we can rewrite the recurrence relation 1.15 in the form
z s f z for n g N, z s 1. 2.15Ž . Ž .nq1 n 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By the restriction a , u g 0, 1 , it is clear that z s f z s f 1 g 0, 1 ,1 0
Ž .particularly, z - z . Observe that for f z a strictly increasing function on1 0
w x Ž . Ž .0, 1 , we get from z - z that z s f z - f z s z , hencen ny1 nq1 n ny1 n
1 s z ) z ) z ) ??? . Since z ) 0 for all n g N, there exists the limit0 1 2 n
U U Ž U . Ž . Ulim z s z with the relation z s f z . Hence, by 2.14 , z is a realn“‘ n
zero of the quadratic polynomial
z 2 y 1 y u q a z q a s 0,Ž .
where the discriminant must be nonnegative:
2D s 1 y u q a y 4aŽ .
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 's 1 q u q a 1 q u y a 1 y u q a 1 y u y a G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Observe that by a , u g 0, 1 the first three factors of D are positive.
' 'Hence D G 0 if and only if u q a F 1. With a little effort one could
U' Ž .find that 0 - 1 y u - z - 1; i.e., the recurrence relation 2.15 exists
for all n g N, which proves this corollary.
Ž .Proof of Corollary 4. Let g ¤ denote the function
¤
g ¤ s u q a for 0 F ¤ - 1.Ž . ž /1 y ¤
Ž .Then the recurrence relation 1.7 can be rewritten as
¤ s g ¤ , ¤ s 0. 2.16Ž . Ž .nq1 n 0
Ž .We have to find conditions under which the iteration 2.16 surely leaves
w . Ž .the interval 0, 1 . Since ¤ s g 0 s ua , this happens immediately if1
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' 'ua G 1. Clearly, in this case we have the inequality u q au ) 1. Conse-
quently, in the further investigation we can restrict ourselves to the cases
when ua - 1.
Ž . Ž .The function g ¤ is strictly increasing and ¤ s g 0 s au ) 0 s ¤ ,1 0
hence the sequence ¤ , ¤ , . . . is increasing. By the requirement 0 - ¤ - 10 1 n
this sequence must have a limit ¤U s lim ¤ if the sequence remainsn“‘ n
w x U Ž U . Uforever in the interval 0, 1 . Then ¤ s g ¤ , which implies that ¤ is a
real zero of the quadratic equation
¤ 2 y 1 y u q au ¤ q au s 0.Ž .
However, this equation has no real zero if the discriminant is negative:
2D s 1 y u q au y 4auŽ .
' ' ' ' ' ' ' 's 1 q u q au 1 q u y au 1 y u q au 1 y u y auŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
- 0.
In the product form of D the first three factors are surely positive because
'now we have au-1. Hence the condition D-0 is equivalent to u q
'au ) 1, which was to be proved.
Ž . Ž .Proof of Corollary 5. Making use of the notation f z s zr 1 q z for
Ž .z ) 0, we rewrite the recurrence relation 1.5 in the form
1
z s f z y , z s 1,nq1 n 02ž /4 n q 1Ž .
 4‘and we have to show that it has solution z such that 0 - z - 1 forn ns0 n
Ž .n s 1, 2, . . . . We prove this by induction that z ) 1r 2n q 1 for n sn
1, 2, . . . .
Observe that z s 3r7 ) 1r3. Then by induction we suppose that1
Ž . Ž .2z ) 1r 2n q 1 , therefore z y 1r4 n q 1 ) 0, z - 1, andn n nq1
1 1 1
z y s f z y ynq1 n 2ž /2n q 3 2n q 34 n q 1Ž .
1 1 1
) f y y2ž /2n q 1 2n q 34 n q 1Ž .
2 n q 1Ž .
s ) 0.3 22n q 3 8n q 24n q 22n q 7Ž . Ž .
Hence 0 - z - 1 for all n G 1, which completes the proof of this corol-n
lary.
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Proof of Corollary 6. We cannot apply the method used in the proof of
Theorem 2 because the recurrence relation
2n q 1 ¤ cŽ . n¤ s q , ¤ s 0,nq1 02 2ž /1 y ¤n q 2 n q 1Ž . Ž .n
may have a solution with 0 - ¤ - 1 for n s 1, 2, . . . , particularly forn
values of c near 1r4. Instead of using the recurrence method, we apply
Ž .the Hille criterion 1.10 . Since t y t s t y t s ??? s t y t s ??? ,1 0 2 1 nq1 n
we have
ctnq1t y t q s ds GŽ . Ž .H1 0 2
t n q 1Ž .n
Ž xand for any t g t , tny1 n
‘‘ ‘ c c
t y t q s ds G t y t q s ds G )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ÝH H1 0 1 0 2 n q 1t t n q 1Ž .n isn
or
‘ ‘n q 1 t y tŽ . Ž .1 0
t q s ds G t y t q s ds ) c,Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hnq2 0t t tn
hence
‘ 1
lim inf t q s ds G c ) ;Ž .H 4t“‘ t
Ž .i.e., 1.1 is oscillatory.
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